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Abstract
The tensor-RPA approach developed previously in part I is applied to the Nambu-
Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model. As a first step we investigate the structure of Dirac-
Hartree-Fock solutions for a rotationally and isospin invariant ground-state density.
Whereas vacuum properties can be reproduced, no solitonic configuration for a sys-
tem with unit baryon number is found. We then solve the tensor-RPA equation
employing simple models of the nucleon ground state. In general the ph interaction
effects a decrease of the excited states to lower energies. Due to an enhanced level
density at low energies the obtained spectra cannot be matched with the experi-
mental data when a standard MIT-bag configuration is used. However, when the
size of the nucleon quark core is reduced to ≈ 0.3fm a fair description of the baryon
spectrum in the positive-parity channel is achieved. For this purpose the residual
interaction turns out to be crucial and leads to a significant improvement compared
with the mean-field spectra.
1 Introduction
In a previous paper [1] we have developed a method to compute the excited states of the
nucleon in the framework of a Dirac-RPA description applied to an effective quark model.
The method is based on the tensor coupling of particle-hole (ph) configurations on the
nucleon ground state and allows to construct excited states with good angular momentum
(J) and isospin (T ) quantum numbers.
In the present work we apply the tensor-RPA formalism to a simple quark model of
Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) type. Our investigations are analogous to extensions of the
NJL soliton model beyond the mean-field level [2], with two major differences.
First of all we do not use an Euclidean path integral formalism to derive many-body
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approximation schemes, but rather rely on the Dirac-RPA method developed in part I
of this paper. This approach is formally more similar to the conventional formulation
of nonrelativistic many-body theory. As a consequence, we are spared the problem of
continuing back the vector potentials to Minkowski space which has turned out to be a
quite nontrivial task [3, 4].
Secondly we treat the constraints set by the symmetries of the interaction in a stricter
way than it is done in the NJL soliton model. In the latter states with good J/T quantum
numbers are projected out from hedgehog configurations by perturbative cranking [4, 5].
In contrast to that we construct a ground-state density matrix which is invariant with
respect to rotations in coordinate and isospin space. In this way we obtain a spectrum
of single-particle states carrying good J/T quantum numbers which can be used to build
collective baryonic states by means of the tensor-RPA techniques.
The strict treatment of symmetries has important implications for the structure of the
mean field. Whereas in a simple version of the NJL soliton model the scalar field is
accompanied by a pseudoscalar mode [4], the ground state configuration of our model
does not allow for such a mode. Without the pseudoscalar field the ground state as a
self-consistent solution of a regularized Hartree-Fock equation turns out to be an unbound
system of quarks.
An issue to be addressed in the context of a model for the excited states of the nucleon
is the question of confinement. Due to the lack of a confinement mechanism unphysical
single-quark thresholds appear in the NJL soliton model [2] as well as in NJL-based ap-
proaches relying on the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the quark-quark [6] or quark-antiquark
channel [7]. In the NJL soliton model all excited single-quark states are unbound. While
this might be no serious drawback as long as we consider the nucleon ground state, the
description of the excitation spectrum becomes questionable in such a description.
There exist models for baryons [8] as well as for mesons [9] which incorporate the confine-
ment property of QCD, but the origin of these models lies in a nonrelativistic potential
picture for the two-body interaction. In that framework it seems impossible to describe
the structure of the QCD vacuum and the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry.
To our knowledge so far nobody has formulated a consistent theory based on quark de-
grees of freedom exclusively which confines a system of three quarks on mean-field level
and models the quark sector of the QCD vacuum at the same time. However, at the price
of introducing boson fields that couple to the quarks this goal can be reached, like in
the chromodielectric model [10]. A few attempts towards a unified description of vacuum
properties and quark confinement have been made [11, 12, 13], but still these models suffer
from a number of drawbacks. To give an example, an interaction of the form δ(4)(p) as in
Ref. [11] incorporates confinement in the sense of a pole-free quark propagator, but cannot
be consistently used for finite systems as the nucleon. Recently a confining model has
been proposed which contains a remnant of the functional integration over gluon degrees
of freedom by a statistical treatment of the 4-quark vertex [14]. However, the applicability
of this model to baryonic systems is yet to be proven.
For applying the tensor-RPA scheme it is necessary to model the nucleon by a mean-field
configuration from which at least some gross properties of the excitation spectra, e. g. the
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absence of free quarks, can be derived. With no suitable mechanism for dynamical quark
confinement at hand we have to restrict ourselves to a simplified description of the ground
state. For this purpose we use a phenomenolocigal basis of single-particle wavefunctions
taken from a bag-model together with a residual interaction of NJL type. The bag model
clearly does not represent a self-consistent configuration in such a framework but provides
us with a simple way to incorporate confinement in our description.
The present work is divided into two major sections.
In section 2 we will first discuss self-consistent mean-field configurations of the vacuum.
We further investigate the structure of the solutions when we add three valence quarks
to the system. These investigations within the NJL model are based on the most general
form of the self-energy compatible with the symmetries of the ground state. Subsequently
we briefly discuss a class of phenomenological models for the nucleon.
In section 3 we focus our attention on the excitation spectrum as obtained with the tensor-
RPA method. We compare different models for the ground state as well as different forms
of the residual interaction. We discuss the effects of a pion-exchange interaction which
was recently claimed to be of special importance for the baryon spectrum [15]. Using a
local color-current interaction and reducing the size of the quark core to ≈ 0.3fm the
excitation spectrum in the positive-parity channel can be reproduced fairly well.
2 The Nucleon Ground State
The major part of this section is devoted to an investigation of self-consistent solutions of
the NJL model on mean-field level. Solitonic field configurations of the NJL model in the
sector with unit baryon number (B=1) have been studied extensively in the past [4, 5],
but the prescription used in these studies to project on physical states with good angular
momentum (J) and isospin (T) is rather crude. The tensor-RPA formalism developed in
part I constitutes a powerful tool to investigate the excitation spectrum of the nucleon in
any J/T channel. It is therefore worthwhile to explore how far the NJL model is suited
to provide a ground-state configuration for the tensor RPA.
We will find that in a model space of MIT-bag states with an appropriately large bag
radius vacuum properties as obtained from the gap equation can be reproduced with high
accuracy, but the B=1 system does not emerge as a bound solitonic object.
With focus on a description of the excitation spectrum we proceed to discuss a class of
simple models for the nucleon ground state, thus giving up self-consistency but introducing
quark confinement on a phenomenological level.
2.1 Self-Consistent Mean-Field Configurations
As a model for low-energy QCD we consider the well known NJL Lagrangian restricted
to flavor SU(2) (see, e. g., [16])
L = Ψ¯(i∂/− mˆ0)Ψ−Gjaµjµa , (1)
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where a color-current interaction with
jµa = Ψ¯
λa
2
γµΨ (2)
is used. We have introduced a SU(2) current-quark mass matrix mˆ0 and denoted the
generators of the color group by λa
2
. The model defined in Eq. (1) is chirally invariant in
case of a vanishing mass matrix mˆ0.
To compute exchange terms we take the Fierz transform of the color-current interaction
in Eq. (1) and obtain
F

G
(
Ψ¯γµ
λa
2
Ψ
)2
=
Gs
9
[
−
(
Ψ¯Ψ
)2
+
(
Ψ¯γ5Ψ
)2 − (Ψ¯τΨ)2 + (Ψ¯γ5τΨ)2
]
+
Gv
9
[(
Ψ¯γµΨ
)2 − (Ψ¯γ5γµΨ)2 + (Ψ¯γµτΨ)2 − (Ψ¯γ5γµτΨ)2
]
+ c.o. , (3)
with
Gv =
Gs
2
= G. (4)
The color octet terms, indicated by c.o., are not displayed, because they do not play any
role for matrix elements taken between color-singlet states which are the only terms of
interest. The evaluation of exchange terms of the NJL-interaction is done by computing
the direct contribution of the Fierz transform. The interaction of Eq. (3) is only used in
the direct channel and clearly exhibits the Lorentz and isospin structure of the exchange
matrix elements.
Chiral invariance is preserved if we treat Gs and Gv as independent parameters, so in the
following we relax the condition in Eq. (4) and consider a more general class of models
with Gs 6= 2Gv. There are some attempts to fix the ratio GvGs from phenomenology [17, 18],
but so far the results are contradictory.
2.1.1 The B = 0 vacuum sector
First we investigate the vacuum-structure obtained from the NJL model on mean-field
level. Starting from the color-current interaction Eq. (1) the Hartree contribution to the
self-energy vanishes for a color-singlet vacuum. The Fock term is computed by evaluating
the direct contribution from the Fierz transform. Assuming a Poincare´-invariant vacuum,
the only nonvanishing contribution to the self-energy is a scalar term
Σs = −2
9
Gs〈Ψ¯Ψ〉. (5)
The scalar self-energy, which is up to a factor the chiral condensate of the QCD vacuum,
can be computed by solving a gap equation, as first shown by Y. Nambu and G. Jona-
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Lasinio in 1961 [19]. For flavor SU(2) the chiral condensate is given by
〈Ψ¯Ψ〉 = − 6
π2
∫ ∞
m
dE
√
E2 −m2mR2[E], (6)
with
m = m0 + Σs, mu = md = m0. (7)
The cut-off function R is chosen as in part I. With the expression for the chiral conden-
sate Eq. (5) represents a nonlinear equation for the scalar self energy, which can be solved
iteratively.
We take up the problem of vacuum structure in the NJL model and tackle it from a
different angle. The Dirac Hartree-Fock problem for the nucleon will be solved in a basis
of MIT-bag states, therefore it is advisable to first perform the corresponding calculation
for the vacuum in the same basis. By comparing the results with the solution of the gap
equation we get an estimate on the importance of finite-size effects in a basis correspond-
ing to a certain bag radius. Furthermore it allows us to make a statement about the
stability of a translationally invariant vacuum state, which enters the gap equation Eq.
(5) only as an assumption.
Let us consider the mean-field potential of the vacuum in a similar way as the corre-
sponding expression for the nucleon we have given in part I of this paper. From the Fierz
transform Eq. (3) we obtain the Lorentz-scalar contribution to the mean field as
V sMF = −
2
9
Gs
∑
pqi
(∫
d3rΨ¯pΨqΨ¯iΨi
)
a†paqR
2[ǫi]θ(−ǫi). (8)
The time-like component of the Lorentz-vector self-energy reads
V vMF =
2
9
Gv
∑
pqi
(∫
d3rΨ†pΨqΨ
†
iΨi
)
a†paqR
2[ǫi]θ(−ǫi). (9)
The sums in these expressions are over the self-consistent one-body states. The single-
particle energies ǫi are the eigenvalues of the mean-field Hamiltonian including the kinetic-
energy contribution. The form of the regularization function R is yet to be specified.
Since the vacuum is a (Jp=0+,T=0) state, there are no contributions to the mean field
from isovector, pseudoscalar, 3-vector or axial-vector terms. A nonvanishing time-like
component of a four-vector breaks Lorentz invariance. Hence the potential in Eq. (9)
should have no influence on the dynamics of the system. However, besides the scalar
condensate the vector potential is the only nonvanishing contribution to the mean field in
the corresponding problem for the nucleon. Therefore, by inclusion of the vector potential
in the vacuum calculation we study the fluctuations of the baryon density while keeping
the effective baryon number zero by means of a Lagrange multiplier.
For this purpose we consider the constrained Hartree-Fock problem
V vMF −→ V vMF − λ
2
9
GvB, (10)
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where the baryon number operator is given by
B =
1
3
∑
pq
(∫
d3rΨ†pΨq
)
a†paq. (11)
The Lagrange multiplier λ is determined such that the effective baryon number
1
3
(∫
d3r
(∑
i
Ψ†iΨiR
2[ǫi]θ(−ǫi)
)
− 1
3
λ
)
(12)
vanishes.
The expressions for the mean-field potential, Eqs. (8) and (9), have been given in the
self-consistent basis where only the diagonal elements of the regularized mean-field Hamil-
tonian enter as an argument of the cut-off function R. In a practical calculation we start
with a field configuration in the vicinity of the self-consistent solution, but according to
the prescription for the Hartree-Fock iteration scheme given in part I of this paper we
assume that the off-diagonal elements of the mean-field Hamiltonian can be neglected in
R, so that the operators we have to evaluate are of the same structure as above.
Owing to the symmetry of the vacuum the single-particle wavefunctions can be written
as
Ψp =
(
gpχ
µp
κp
−ifpχµp−κp
)
, (13)
where χµκ are the spin-angle functions (see, e. g., [20]) with angular-momentum projection
µ . κ denotes the eigenvalue of K = β(Σ · l + 1). The radial functions g, f are to be
determined self-consistently.
To solve for the self-consistent states, we write the mean-field Hamiltonian in a basis of
eigenmodes of a spherical cavity with radius Rc
Ψ = N
(
jl(pr)χ
µ
κ
i p
E+m
sgn(κ)jl¯(pr)χ
µ
−κ
)
, (14)
where m is the quark mass and E =
√
p2 +m2. The eigenvalues p are fixed by the
boundary condition. In general the structure of the field configuration which can be
represented with a set of basis states depends on the boundary condition imposed on
these states [21]. We consider the two different forms
1. MIT-bag boundary condition
n · J|Rc = 0, (15)
where n is a unit vector normal to the bag surface and J = Ψ¯γΨ.
2. nonrelativistic boundary condition
jl(pRc) = 0. (16)
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Both conditions lead to a set of orthogonal basis states.
For the mass parameter m we choose a value consistent with the solution of the gap
equation Eq. (5), where m0 = 5MeV . A set of eigenmodes of the spherical cavity with a
mass parameter equal to the constituent-quark mass from the gap equation also serves as
an initialization for our iteration scheme.
We consider two different forms for the cut-off function R:
1. Woods-Saxon cut-off
R2[x] =
(
1 + e−
x+Λ
σ
)−1
(17)
2. Proper-time cut-off
R2[x] =
{
1 : x ≥ 0
erfc(
∣∣∣ x
Λ
∣∣∣) : x < 0 . (18)
The Woods-Saxon parametrization is used to approximate a step-function θ(x+Λ). How-
ever, for very small width parameters σ the iteration scheme fails to converge. Thus for
reasons of numerical stability we choose σ = 10MeV .
The proper-time cut-off is the standard scheme used in the NJL soliton model [4, 5]. The
corresponding form of R can be derived by writing the fermion determinant appearing in
the bosonized NJL action as a proper-time integral [4, 5].
In the iteration scheme we successively solve for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
mean-field Hamiltonian1 H
(i)
MF corresponding to step i of the iteration process. The matrix
to be diagonalized splits up in several submatrices in the spaces of states with the same
angular-momentum/parity (J/P ) quantum numbers. Typically we work in a cavity with
Rc = 8fm. The basis space usually contains 4000 − 5000 states, with an equal number
of such with positive and negative energy. The usual iteration scheme, where H
(i)
MF is
defined with the eigenvectors of step i− 1 is found to converge very slowly. Convergence
can be decisively improved by application of a modified scheme:
H
(i)
MF = HMF

 1
i− k(i)
i∑
n=k(i)+1
ρ(n)

 (19)
with
k(i) = k0 int
(
i− 1
k0
)
. (20)
ρ(n) is the approximation for the ground-state density matrix in step n. The initial guess
ρ(1) should not be too far away from the self-consistent solution. The essence of the mod-
ified iteration scheme is an averaging over the density matrices of several iteration steps
which is reset after k0 steps. For k0 = 10 convergence is usually achieved after 20 − 30
steps.
Comparing the results of these calculations with the solution of the gap equation we
find a very good overall agreement. In Fig. 1 we show the chiral condensate −〈Ψ¯Ψ〉 as
a function of r for different boundary conditions and cut-off schemes. The calculations
1In the notation of part I of this paper the regularized mean-field Hamiltonian carries a prime which
we leave away in the following
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Figure 1: −〈Ψ¯Ψ〉 for the Woods-Saxon (above) and the proper-time (below) cut-off
scheme. In both cases Λ and Gs were fixed to produce a constituent-quark mass of
400MeV . Different boundary conditions are compared.
were done with Gv = 0. In both cut-off schemes the values for the condensates we obtain
from the gap equation (Woods-Saxon: 1.39 · 107MeV 3, proper-time: 1.33 · 107MeV 3)
are reproduced very well. The boundary condition has an effect on the structure of the
vacuum only in the vicinity of the bag boundary. When the dimension of the basis space
is increased from 4000 to 6000, the results are left unchanged within the line width of the
graphical representation.
The results show that a translationally invariant condensate in fact solves the Dyson-
Schwinger equation in the vacuum sector. In the gap equation translational invariance
enters as an a priori assumption which, however, seems to have been justified by the
results displayed in Fig. 1.
When we switch on the vector potential and solve the constraint Hartree-Fock problem
Eq. (10) we observe that the chiral condensate slightly increases (i. e. 〈Ψ¯Ψ〉 increases in
magnitude), as displayed in Fig. 2. For these calculations the proper-time cut-off was
chosen and the constituent-quark mass was fixed to a value m = 600MeV . If not stated
otherwise, we use the nonrelativistic boundary condition in our calculations. The coupling
constant in the vector channel was adjusted to the value obtained from the color-current
interaction Gv = Gs/2.
Without any vector potential the chiral condensate as obtained from the gap equation
(1.33·107MeV 3) is reproduced with high accuracy even in a smaller cavity with Rc = 4fm.
When we increase the cavity radius to 8fm the shift of the condensate effected by the
vector potential is less pronounced than in the small cavity. We thus conclude that the
shift will vanish in the continuum limit. Whereas the net baryon number can be fixed to
zero with the help of a Lagrange multiplier, the net baryon density will not be a com-
pletely smooth function due to constraints set by the boundary condition. The fact that
8
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Figure 2: −〈Ψ¯Ψ〉 in a cavity with Rc = 8fm (above) and Rc = 4fm (below)
.
the vector potential couples to the baryon density offers an explanation for the induced
effects which seem to vanish in the continuum limit.
2.1.2 B = 1-configurations
We now turn to self-consistent configurations with unit baryon number. For the compu-
tation of B = 1 configurations we use a similar prescription as for the vacuum, but we add
three valence quarks to the system. This amounts to replacing the vacuum occupation
factors θ(−ǫi) by ρ¯(i) in each expression. The density matrix ρ¯, which is averaged over
the J/T projection quantum numbers of the valence quark configuration, was defined in
part I. By such an averaging procedure we neglect the nonscalar parts of the ground-state
density.
Properties of the solutions are always extracted from the difference between the results
for the B = 1 and the B = 0 system, which is the vacuum by definition. Effectively, this
means that all additive quantum numbers of the vacuum are renormalized to zero. Still,
vacuum polarization effects are fully accounted for.
In such a prescription the baryon number is given by
B =
1
3
∫
d3r
(∑
i′
Ψ†i′Ψi′R
′2[ǫi′ ]ρ¯(i
′)−∑
i
Ψ†iΨiR
2[ǫi]θ(−ǫi)
)
. (21)
The self-consistent single-particle states of the B = 1 system are indicated by primed
labels. Note that due to vacuum polarization effects the baryon number contribution of
the Dirac sea might be different in the calculations with and without valence quarks. In
order to fix the baryon number difference Eq. (21) to one, two slightly different cut-off
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functions R′ and R were chosen by readjusting the cut-off scale Λ. The difference of
the original and the readjusted cut-off scale was always found to be less than 1MeV . If
the same cut-off is used in the two calculations, the resulting field configurations look
very much the same as the configurations with readjusted cut-off, but the total energy of
the system including valence quarks is found to be lower than the vacuum energy. The
energy is defined as the expectation value of the NJL Hamiltonian in a ground state with
regularized one-body density
E =
∑
i′
ǫi′ ρ¯(i
′)R′2[ǫi′ ]− 1
2
∑
i′j′
〈i′j′|v¯NJL|i′j′〉ρ¯(i′)ρ¯(j′)R′2[ǫi′ ]R′2[ǫj′ ], (22)
where the two-body interaction is derived from the NJL Lagrangian Eq. (3) and given by
〈ij|vNJL|ij〉 = G
∫
d3r Ψ¯iγµ
λa
2
Ψi Ψ¯jγ
µλa
2
Ψj . (23)
When we include the vector part of the self energy, we subtract the baryon density as
obtained from the vacuum calculation and define the remaining contribution as the ef-
fective baryon density entering the equations as a source term for the vector potential.
In the continuum limit, where boundary effects become unimportant, this corresponds to
the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier, similar to Eq. (10). In all the calculations for
the B = 1 system the proper-time cut-off was used.
In Fig. 3 the baryon density is displayed for different constituent-quark masses andGv = 0.
The coupling constant in the scalar channel was fixed to reproduce phenomenologically
reasonable values for the chiral condensate of the order of (−240MeV )3 ≈ 1.4 · 107MeV 3.
The self-consistent field configurations are spread out over the entire cavity. The structure
of the solutions changes very little when the constituent-quark mass is varied. Obviously
the scalar field alone does not provide enough attraction to form a bound, solitonic ob-
ject.
From the NJL soliton model it is known that below a critical constituent-quark mass
no solitons are found [4]. Since the density profile is invariant under variations of the
constituent-quark mass in the region below 1GeV , we do not expect that such a phase
transition occurs in our model for any constituent-quark masses up to a few GeV .
Due to vacuum polarization effects the baryon density becomes negative in the vicinity
of the bag boundary. The masses of the configurations are 3769MeV , 4586MeV and
5440MeV for m equal to 400MeV, 600MeV and 800MeV , respectively. The large values
for the masses indicate that the vacuum gets considerably polarized in the presence of
valence quarks.
In order to demonstrate the large spatial extension of the density profiles more clearly and
to discuss finite-size effects in the B = 1 sector we have solved the mean-field equations
for different values of the basis parameter Rc. For this purpose the constituent-quark
mass was chosen as m = 600MeV . In Fig. 4 the corresponding baryon density is shown
as a function of r/Rc. After multiplication with a scale factor R
3
c the profiles look very
similar, thus indicating the basis dependence and spatial extension of the solutions. In
terms of the total energy of the configurations, however, a radius of Rc = 8fm seems
10
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Figure 3: 3〈Ψ†Ψ〉 for different constituent-quark masses
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Figure 4: 3〈Ψ†Ψ〉R3c for different values of Rc (m = 600MeV ). The factor R3c accounts
for the normalization condition and was included in order to compare the different profiles.
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Rc[fm] 4 6 8 10
Etot[MeV ] 4454 4542 4586 4587
Table 1: The total energy of the B = 1 configuration as a function of the basis parameter
Rc (m = 600MeV ).
sufficient to reproduce the continuum limit with reasonable accuracy. This is indicated
by the functional dependence of the energy on Rc which is displayed in Table 1.
It is helpful to map the degrees of freedom in our approach to those used in the NJL
soliton model. The simplest version of the latter uses a scalar-isoscalar field σ and a
pseudoscalar-isovector field pi. In terms of mode sums as in Eqs. 8 and 9 these fields are
given by
σ =
∑
i
Ψ¯iΨi R
2[ǫi] ρ¯(i)
pi =
∑
i
Ψ¯iγ5τΨi R
2[ǫi] ρ¯(i). (24)
By construction of ρ¯, we obtain pi = 0. In the NJL soliton model the fields are usually
constrained to the chiral circle σ2(r) + pi2(r) = f 2pi , where fpi is the pion decay constant.
When this constraint is dropped the solitonic solutions have been found to become un-
stable and the σ field develops a sharp structure localized around the origin [22, 23].
However, it was then shown in [24] that the collapse can be prevented by properly fixing
the baryon number.
Clearly such results are relevant in the present context, since by varying the σ field and
constraining the pion field to zero we leave the chiral circle. In all the calculations per-
formed we have never observed a collapse of the field configuration. Even when the
baryon-number constraint is dropped a localized field configuration does not develop.
Note, however, that the prescription for fixing the baryon number is different from the
one used in Ref. [24].
Based on the results obtained by Sieber et al. [22] a simple explanation for this obser-
vation can be given. They have found that the collapse of the soliton is related to the
valence level being lowered to negative energies, whereas the rest of the spectrum remains
basically unchanged. A necessary condition for such a phenomenon to occur is the vio-
lation of charge conjugation invariance. In [22] charge conjugation invariance is broken
due to a nonvanishing pion field. However, the mean-field Hamiltonian we use does not
contain pionic degrees of freedom. In addition to that, the model space we have defined in
order to numerically solve the Dirac-Hartree-Fock problem is C-invariant. As a result, the
symmetry of the single-particle spectrum under inversion of the energy axis is reproduced
with high accuracy and a collapse of the fields driven by a level plunging into the Dirac
sea can never occur.
From the results for the B = 1 sector we conclude that the pseudoscalar contribution
to the self-energy is of major importance for the emergence of the soliton in the grand-
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spin approach. In our model the pseudoscalar field is constrained to vanish by reasons
of symmetry. In the NJL soliton model the self-consistent solutions exhibit a sizeable,
surface-peaked pion field [25], which in a bosonized formulation takes the role of the pseu-
doscalar mean field.
In order to quantify the importance of pionic contributions we have estimated the relative
size of the different terms of Eq. (3) in the ground state of the nucleon. The pionic con-
tributions vanish by averaging the density matrix of the system, so the idea is to evaluate
the corresponding matrix elements before taking the average. We thus consider a state
vector with three valence quarks coupled to (Jp, T ) = (1
2
+
, 1
2
), as discussed in part I of the
paper. The valence wave function is taken from a typical soliton configuration in the NJL
model, where only the σ field is taken into account. The latter restriction is necessary in
order to extract single-particle states with the desired symmetry properties. By means
of such a construction we try to mimic a hypothetic solitonic solution which is consistent
with the specific assumptions our work is based on.
More specifically, we use a Woods-Saxon parametrization of the selfconsistent field ob-
tained by Meissner et al. [25] with the chiral constraint and a constituent-quark mass of
m = 600MeV . Such a field configuration should be a fairly good representative for soli-
ton solutions which are dominated by the valence quarks. For simplicity we assume the
absence of vacuum polarization and, in the spirit of an estimate, determine the properties
of the system by the valence configuration alone.
The interaction defined in Eq. (3) picks up contributions of different Lorentz and isospin
structure. In order to estimate the importance of the different terms for the binding of the
soliton we have computed the expectation value of the corresponding contribution to the
interaction Hamiltonian. The coupling constants Gs and Gv can in general be regarded
as independent parameters.
As an important result we find that the net attraction is provided by the scalar-pseudosca-
lar channel, whereas the sum of the vector-axialvector terms gives a positive contribution
to the total energy. The scalar-isoscalar and pseudoscalar-isovector terms are both at-
tractive and for the chosen ground-state configuration we find
〈N | ∫ d3r(Ψ¯γ5τ Ψ)2|N〉
−〈N | ∫ d3r(Ψ¯Ψ)2|N〉 ≈ 2.4. (25)
The pionic term is thus expected to add a contribution to the binding of a hypothetic
soliton at least as important as the scalar-isoscalar term. When the constituent-quark
mass and thus the depth of the potential well is varied between 400 and 800MeV the
ratio of the different contributions stay in the same order of magnitude and the above
statements on the sign of the terms remain valid.
It can thus be concluded that our results for the B = 1 sector are in accordance with
such a simple estimate on the binding effects due to a local, chiral interaction. Our
numerical investigations show that neglecting the attractive pionic component leads to a
drastic change in the structure of the ground state. In view of a realistic description of
the nucleon within the NJL model the hedgehog ansatz, allowing for a nonvanishing pion
field, is clearly superior to our treatment of symmetries.
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Figure 5: 3〈Ψ†Ψ〉 as obtained in model spaces with different boundary conditions. The
constituent-quark mass was fixed to m = 400MeV .
However, a few aspects of the approach have not yet been illuminated. It has been pointed
out that topologically nontrivial solitonic field configurations should be represented in a
model space of states that satisfy appropriate boundary conditions [21]. The basis space
suited for, e. g., scalar and pseudoscalar fields is different from the appropriate space
for vector and axial-vector fields. Topological features of our field configurations cannot
be discussed in analogy to the NJL soliton model, where topologically distinct classes of
fields are characterized by different winding numbers of the chiral angle. Since the pion
field is missing, we do not have the same classification of topological structures as in the
NJL soliton model. Still we want to examine the influence of the boundary condition
imposed on the basis states on the structure of the self-consistent solutions. In Fig. 5 the
baryon density as obtained with the nonrelativistic and the MIT-bag boundary condition
is displayed. The two density profiles are almost identical. The energy obtained with
the MIT-bag boundary condition is slightly higher (3855MeV vs. 3769MeV ). As already
found in the vacuum sector, the boundary condition only has a minor influence on the
structure of the solutions.
When we switch on the vector potential, the density profile becomes broader (Fig. 6).
This is expected from the repulsive character of the vector interaction in the particle-
particle channel. The energy of the configurations is increased compared to the value
obtained with Gv = 0. When Gv exceeds a critical value G
crit
v ≈ Gs the iteration scheme
fails to converge. An interesting situation occurs when the sign of the vector interaction
is reversed. Clearly such a situation is unphysical, since the vacuum becomes unstable
for a strongly repulsive qq¯ interaction. However, before the instability sets in a localized,
solitonic system is formed. While lacking any physical relevance the formation of a bound
state can be viewed as a test for the numerical implementation of the Dirac-Hartree-Fock
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Figure 6: 3〈Ψ†Ψ〉 for different values of Gv (m = 600MeV )
approach. It thus becomes evident that the basis space contains the necessary high-
frequency components to resolve a well-localized object.
With no other degrees of freedom besides the scalar and the vector channel accessible,
we conclude that the NJL model does not possess solitonic solutions in the B = 1 sector
if a rotationally and isospin invariant mean-field configuration is used. It is crucial for
the emergence of the soliton to truncate the symmetry group to an invariance under
simultaneous rotations in isospin and coordinate space, as inherent in a grand spin zero
configuration.
The results indicate that the prescription to obtain an invariant ground-state density
by means of spin-flavor averaged density matrices is insufficient in the context of the
NJL model. This conclusion, however, might loose its validity within a more general
class of models. The phenomenological success of the MIT-bag model as well as the
nonrelativistic quark model [26] indicates that confining forces play a crucial role for the
binding of baryons. The confining forces were completely neglected so far, because the NJL
model allows free quarks as asymptotic states. A major goal for the further development
of chiral quark models is therefore the incorporation of a self-consistent description for
confinement.
2.2 Modeling Confinement
The ground-state configurations obtained for the B = 1 system are not suited for the phe-
nomenological investigation of the nucleon, since on mean-field level the valence quarks
are not bound.
Our main interest is the excitation spectrum of nucleon rather than the ground state. In
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an RPA calculation the information about ground-state structure enters via the single-
particle energies and wavefunctions. We therefore need to construct a model for the
nucleon from which we extract the necessary information.
The situation is similar as in the early days of RPA calculations for low-lying excita-
tions of nuclei. There a phenomenological single-particle basis was used together with
a parametrization for the residual interaction [27, 28]. Despite the lack of consistency
excitation energies and transition strengths could be reproduced quite successfully with
such an approach.
As a prototype of a simple model for the nucleon we consider the MIT-bag model [29],
where the determination of a set of positive- and negative-energy eigenstates reduces to
the task of solving a nonlinear equation. However, for the examination of the dynamical
response of the nucleon this model seems to be too crude. According to the tensor-RPA
description the RPA-excited states might have contributions from monopole modes ad-
mixed whenever this is allowed by angular-momentum selection rules. The monopole
modes are described by ph pairs coupled to JP = 0+ and can be viewed as radial oscil-
lations of the ground-state density. We expect that in the MIT-bag model such modes
cannot be adequately described due to the rigid bag boundary. The results to be dis-
cussed in the next section support the idea that an MIT-bag potential does not provide
a suitable ground state for RPA calculations.
In order to account for surface vibrations and monopole modes the MIT bag has to be
replaced by a smoother potential. Let us consider scalar potentials of the form
m(r) = crα, (26)
where the MIT bag is recovered in the limit α → ∞. The excitation spectrum of the
system without any ph interaction can be obtained from the single-particle spectrum of
the Dirac Hamiltonian containing the scalar self-energy m(r). These states will get shifted
when the RPA residual interaction is turned on. It is well known that due to ground-state
correlations one or even a couple of these levels will get rapidly lowered (see, e. g., [30]).
Hence we expect an enhanced level density at low energies. A linear potential (α = 1) will
lead to a high density of excited states already on mean-field level and seems problematic
for that reason. We therefore decided to choose an harmonic-oscillator potential (α = 2).
Anticipating some of the results of the next chapter, for a standard nucleon configuration
with a root-mean-square radius (rms) of about 0.8fm the problem of an overabundance of
low-lying states cannot be solved by simply picking a specific α. In order to obtain a fair
description of the baryon spectrum we are forced to consider a quark core of drastically
reduced size. It is generally assumed that the experimental value for the root-mean-square
radius contains sizeable contributions from the qq¯ polarization cloud of the nucleon, the
quark core being considerably smaller. Obtaining reliable experimental data for the size
of the quark core is extremely difficult. However, a few attempts in that direction have
been made, with estimates ranging from 0.2fm [31] to 0.5− 0.6fm [32].
In our approach the quark core is modeled by the mean-field configuration, whereas the
qq¯ polarization cloud is accounted for by RPA ground-state correlations. Thus, besides
a standard MIT-bag configuration, we consider an oscillator potential giving a nucleon
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Potential α 〈r2E〉
1
2
p [fm] Eval[MeV ]
MIT-bag ∞ 0.71 405
oscillator 2 0.33 1052
Table 2: Root-mean-square charge radius and valence-quark energy for the different
parametrizations of the potential
rms of about 0.3fm. In table 2 we display the characteristics of the different models for
the ground state. The calculations presented in the next chapter are based on these two
alternative descriptions.
For the harmonic-oscillator potential the Dirac equation for the central-force problem
was solved numerically by a Runge-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize control. In case
of the MIT-bag potential only one nonlinear equation for the eigenvalues had to be solved.
In both cases the current-quark mass was fixed to m0 = 5MeV . The numerical method
for the first order differential equation has been checked by comparison with the results
for an MIT-bag potential and a scalar potential of the form m(r) = cr [33] which both
can be obtained semi-analytically.
In the simple potential picture there is nothing that makes a valence-quark configuration
with the quantum numbers of the nucleon energetically preferable to a ∆(1232) configura-
tion. For this reason the ground-state energy should be considered as the N −∆ average.
Due to the uncertainty principle we obtain a quite large value for the valence energy in
case of the harmonic-oscillator potential. This might be an indication that the total en-
ergy of the ground state which picks up a contribution from the single-particle energies
is overestimated in this model. Note, however, that in a RPA description the energy is
lowered by ground-state correlations [34]. Such correlations account for the deviation of
the physical state vector from a simple, antisymmetrized many-body wave function (e. g.
a Slater determinant) and always decrease the energy of the ground state. The concept is
meaningful even in the context of bag models which cannot be derived as self-consistent
solutions of a field theory. In that regard especially the problem of restoration of broken
symmetries has been studied. It has been found that, e. g., center-of-mass corrections
lead to a significant decrease of the energy of bag states [35]. In the NJL soliton model
ground-state correlations have been found to lower the energy of the mean-field configu-
ration by a couple of hundred MeV [4]. However, the RPA is only expected to work well
when ground-state correlations are not too sizeable. Otherwise an extended scheme as in
Ref. [30] has to be taken into account which incorporates dynamical correlations also in
an explicit fashion. This issue will be discussed in more depth in the next chapter.
An effective way to model ground-state correlations would be to consider a small-size
MIT-bag configuration with modified boundary conditions on the bag surface, the so
called “Little Bag” [36]. The modified boundary conditions are due to the chiral fields
outside the bag which, in a complete RPA treatment, are described by qq¯ admixtures to
the ground state. It can be shown that the chiral fields always lower the energy of the
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valence level [37], thus supporting the arguments given above.
In a much simpler fashion we could shift the single-particle levels without even changing
the wavefunctions by introducing a (constant) time-like component of a vector potential.
This shows that within the scope of the simple models considered here the valence energy
is not a particularly meaningful quantity. It is rather the single-particle excitation ener-
gies which are relevant in an RPA context. The latter are clearly insensitive to a shift of
the energy scale.
Our choice of a central mean-field potential is compatible with the symmetries we demand
for the eigenstates. Besides the restrictions for rotational and isospin symmetry set by
the tensor-RPA method we require parity eigenstates. These requirements can as well
be fulfilled by a potential transforming as the time-like component of a Lorentz vector.
However, the inclusion of a vector potential in the Dirac equation might lead to solutions
which are not normalizable. Recently it was shown that the wavefunctions obtained in a
linear vector potential acquire a non-integrable singularity, whereas the solutions in the
corresponding scalar potential are well behaved [38]. In order to avoid such problems and
to keep the model for the ground-state as simple as possible we restrict ourselves to scalar
potentials. The eigenenergies and eigenfunctions obtained with the above parametriza-
tions serve as an input for the tensor-RPA method. In the next section we discuss a first
application of this method to the excitation spectrum of the nucleon.
3 The Excited States
Although in the last 20 years a variety of models for baryons have been proposed [39],
we are still far from a complete understanding of the baryon spectrum. Experimentally
about 20 resonances below 2GeV are confirmed in the non-strange sector.
The phenomenologically most successful models have their origin in the nonrelativistic
quark model [26] which was systematically applied to the problem of baryon spectroscopy
by Isgur and Karl [8]. Initially, such formulations contained three constituent quarks
which interact via a harmonic-oscillator potential and a residual interaction of spin-color
type which is treated perturbatively. With such an ansatz the baryon spectrum in the
negative-parity channel could be satisfactorily reproduced, whereas with the same param-
eter set no acceptable description of the positive-parity data was obtained.
The “parity problem” was overcome only recently when the formulation of the constituent-
quark model was modified. On the level of perturbation theory a satisfactory description
of the data in both parity channels is obtained when the spin-color interaction of Isgur
and Karl is replaced by a spin-flavor interaction [15]. A nonperturbative treatment of
a generalized two-body interaction in a model space leads to a good overall agreement
with the data as well [40]. Despite these successes the constituent-quark models leave a
number of questions unresolved.
First of all it still remains difficult to establish a link to QCD, since the elementary de-
grees of freedom are constituent quarks which are quite complicated objects in terms of
the current quarks of QCD [41].
Besides this conceptual problem there are two issues to be clarified. As a result of most
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formulations of the constituent-quark model unobserved states occur in the spectrum.
It needs to be clarified if these states exist in nature and have not yet been detected
experimentally or if they are incorrectly predicted by the constituent-quark model. The
problem of unobserved states seems to be quite general and is also encountered in at-
tempts to describe the baryon spectrum in the MIT-bag model even for relatively small
model spaces [42, 43].
The other problem that needs further inspection is related to vacuum structure. The mass
scale of baryon resonances predicted by the constituent-quark model is such that sizeable
admixtures of qq¯ states are expected even for quark masses of the order of 200−300MeV .
Such contributions are completely neglected in the constituent-quark model. The assump-
tion that the spectral functions of QCD are dominated by the lowest excitations of the
QCD vacuum leads to a low-energy effective theory known as chiral perturbation theory
[44]. The phenomenological success of chiral perturbation theory indicates that such an
assumption seems well justified [45]. Thus mesonic admixtures to the baryon wavefunc-
tions are easily conceivable. The Skyrme model [46] constitutes an extreme but quite
successful description of baryons in terms of meson fields only.
The tensor-RPA method as developed in part I of this paper allows to treat the valence
excitations and the excitations of the Dirac sea in the same framework. It may serve as
a bridge from constituent-quark models to chiral models.
The tensor-RPA matrix elements split up into a mean-field and a residual interaction
part. The mean-field part is defined by single-particle energies ǫk which we take from
the solution of the Dirac equation for the confining potentials discussed in the previous
section.
For the residual interaction part we need to specify a particle-hole (ph) interaction. A
simple choice that has proven to be applicable in the context of a RPA description of
mesons [7] is the color-current interaction Eq. (1). As a second model we use an NJL-
type interaction in the σ- and pi -channel
Lint = G
[
(Ψ¯Ψ)2 − (Ψ¯γ5τ Ψ)2
]
. (27)
The Lagrangian defined above is invariant under SU(2)L×SU(2)R chiral transformations.
Recently it has been claimed by Glozman and Riska that a pseudoscalar meson exchange
between constituent quarks could explain the structure of the baryon spectrum [15]. With
the interaction Eq. (27) we have effectively introduced a local pion and sigma exchange
between current quarks. Such a Lagrangian can be extracted from the Sigma Model when
the meson masses are going to infinity [39]. The arguments in favor of a pseudoscalar
meson exchange interaction given in Ref. [15] were based on the group-theoretical struc-
ture of the nonrelativistic reduction of their model rather than on the detailed form of
such an interaction. Our goal is to study the effects of pseudoscalar meson exchange on
current-quark level with the above Lagrangian.
A chirally invariant point-like interaction between quarks has been motivated from var-
ious approaches describing the QCD vacuum [47, 48]. All these approaches neglect the
backreaction of the gluon fields to quark sources and only describe quark interactions in
the background of the nonperturbative gluon vacuum. In the extreme case of an MIT-
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bag ground state the quarks expel the gluon condensate from a spherical cavity leaving
the perturbative vacuum inside. In such a scenario the use of a perturbative one-gluon
exchange interaction seems more natural than a NJL interaction. A finite-range inter-
action would lead to retardation effects which are not accounted for in the present RPA
formulation. A simple estimate shows that for the range of excitation energies we are
interested in retardation effects might play an important role. Therefore we consider a
local color-current interaction as an equally suitable description as a finite-range gluon
exchange without retardation.
The combination of one of the different mean-field configurations discussed in the previous
section with a ph interaction of local color current or local σ − pi type clearly does not
constitute a consistent, symmetry conserving Dirac-RPA scheme. Hence we expect spuri-
ous admixtures in the excitation spectrum. However, such admixtures can be excluded by
restricting the calculation to excited states with positive parity. In the small amplitude
limit a state generated by acting with a symmetry transformation on a positive-parity
ground state carries the same parity quantum numbers as the generators of the symmetry
group
exp(iθaSa) |N〉 = |N〉+ |∆N〉
P |∆N〉 ≈ iθaPSaP |N〉. (28)
In these expressions Sa denotes the generators of the Lie-group under consideration and
P is the parity operator. In our model for the nucleon the relevant symmetries which
are broken in the ground state are translational and chiral invariance2. Chiral symmetry
is broken by the scalar mean-field potential. The generators of these groups are both
negative-parity operators, so that in the positive-parity channels the RPA states are
orthogonal to the spurious modes.
Since the ground state is modelled by solutions of the Dirac equation we are in a position
to account for qq¯ components in the wavefunctions of the excited states. Note, however,
that the Dirac sea in such a description is given by localized negative-energy states.
Thus our ansatz includes those mesonic excitations that are strongly correlated with the
quark core of the nucleon. It would be desirable to find a RPA description for the whole
spectrum of mesonic excitations including the pseudoscalar Goldstone modes of the QCD
vacuum which are decoupled from the regions of the Dirac sea polarized by the quark
core. However, such a general approach within a confining quark model seems extremely
difficult and is left for future investigations.
For the numerical realization of the tensor-RPA scheme we compute the RPA matrix M
and the metric tensor N as defined in part I for various combinations of the mean-field
potentials and the ph interactions discussed above. In a compact notation, the RPA-
equation is given by [1]
(
M (1) −M (2)
−M (3) M (4)
)(
X
Y
)
= ω∆
(
N (1) −N (2)
−N (3) N (4)
)(
X
Y
)
. (29)
2Due to the small current-quark masses chiral symmetry is also broken explicitly. Our discussion
applies to the case of vanishing current-quark masses
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with
M
(1)
(mi)k,(nj)l =
∑
Γ
CΓk,l〈ΓN ||[Ami(Γ¯k), H,A†nj(Γl)]Γ||ΓN〉
M
(2)
(mi)k,(nj)l =
∑
Γ
CΓk,l〈ΓN ||[Ami(Γ¯k), H,Anj(Γ¯l)]Γ||ΓN〉
M
(3)
(mi)k,(nj)l =
∑
Γ
CΓk,l〈ΓN ||[A†mi(Γk), H,A†nj(Γl)]Γ||ΓN〉
M
(4)
(mi)k,(nj)l =
∑
Γ
CΓk,l〈ΓN ||[A†mi(Γk), H,Anj(Γ¯l)]Γ||ΓN〉, (30)
where H is the full Hamlitonian and CΓk,l are recoupling coefficients. The metric tensor N
is obtained from eq. (30) when the Hamiltonian is omitted and the double commutators
are replaced by ordinary commutators. For the computations presented here we use the
exact expressions for the many-body matrix elements of Eq. (30) as given in part I.
In order to check the rules for the reduction of the overcomplete ph space we have com-
puted the metric tensor in the full space of ph states. It was found that whenever a set of
energetically degenerate states was linearly dependent according to the reduction scheme
the metric tensor N was singular in that subspace. When the full space of dimension
d was reduced to the smaller dimension dr, the determinant taken in the reduced space
became nonzero.
The results for the excitation spectrum presented here were obtained with a ph basis
of dimension 50. With a larger model space the energies of the lowest excitations are
shifted. However, this shift can be compensated by rescaling the coupling constant. At
the rescaled value of G the spectrum looks very similar to that which was obtained with
the standard basis of dimension 50. This observation seems to indicate that the dynamics
of the system depends only on a certain combination of the coupling constant and the
cut-off in ph space. A similar behaviour is found in the vacuum sector of the NJL-model,
where the relevant parameter is GΛ2 [16]. Note, however, that in the latter case Λ defines
a cut-off in the single-particle energy.
For any excited state with fixed quantum numbers (Jp, T ) the model space is spanned by
the ph states with lowest energy with respect to the mean-field potential. Valence excita-
tions and excitations of the Dirac sea contribute in an equal manner. The ph states are
chosen according to angular momentum/isospin/parity selection rules, including any ph
combination which can be coupled with the ground state to the desired quantum numbers
of the excited state. Together with the reduction scheme for linearly dependent states this
guarantees the completeness of the ph space when the basis dimension goes to infinity.
In Fig. 7 the excitation spectrum for the MIT-bag mean field obtained with different ph
interactions is displayed. The excitation energies for various (J, T ) channels are plotted as
a function of the coupling constant G. Note that the (3
2
+
, 3
2
) channel was not considered
due to the specific problems discussed in part I.
As a global feature we observe that the states are lowered in energy by the ph interaction.
In most cases the decrease of the first excited state to zero energy occurs within a narrow
range of coupling constants. Eventually the level meets its negative-energy counterpart
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Figure 7: The excitation energies as a function of G for the MIT-bag mean field. Left
column: σ − pi interaction. Right column: Color-current interaction.
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(not shown) which has been raised. The fact that the two levels meet at an energy approx-
imately equal to zero indicates that the spectrum displays a symmetry under inversion
of the energy axis. A closer inspection of the whole spectrum including negative-energy
states shows that this symmetry is approximately preserved until the first level is lowered
to zero. A serious violation of the symmetry has never been found in all the spectra we
have computed.
The results for the color-current interaction are quite similar to those for the σ − pi
interaction when the coupling constant is rescaled. As a difference the color-current in-
teraction is more repulsive in the channels under investigation and the energy of some
states is slightly increased.
Comparing these results to the experimental data we find that for a standard MIT-bag
configuration the level density of ph states is too high already on mean-field level (G = 0).
Whereas the absolute scale for the energies might not be very well defined due to possible
shifts of the ground-state energy (which is lowered by correlations), the essential problem
lies in the small spacing between various states.
Even when the residual interaction is switched on the spectra never resemble the exper-
imental data for the baryon spectrum. On the contrary, the level density gets further
enhanced. An eigenvalue which meets its negative-energy counterpart at a certain value
of G develops a finite imaginary part for larger values of the coupling constant. Only the
real parts are shown in the figures.
Another global feature of the excitation spectra is the occurrence of quasi-crossings. Ac-
cording to a theorem of Wigner and von Neumann [49] levels belonging to the same
representation of a symmetry group cannot cross under the influence of a perturbation.
A closer inspection of the excitation spectra obtained with the tensor-RPA method shows
that some levels approach up to a distance of a few MeV but do not cross.
In order to obtain information on configuration mixing in the spectrum we have studied
the eigenvectors. We only report some general features of the ph amplitudes and avoid
displaying the vast amount of data.
When the levels are well separated and ground-state correlations are negligible there is
always a dominant contribution of one ph state to the eigenvectors. Configuration mixing
becomes sizeable when the levels lie close together.
Ground-state correlations within an RPA approach are characterized by nonvanishing Y -
amplitudes. We find that for coupling constants up to values close to the point where the
first eigenvalue becomes degenerate with the ground state the Y -amplitudes are negligi-
ble. A characteristic feature of an MIT-bag and other stiff potentials is the fact that the
first excited state is lowered to zero energy within a very narrow range of coupling con-
stants. Only within this range an eigenvector develops sizeable Y -amplitudes. The largest
Y -values are found for ph excitations from the Dirac sea, reflecting the strong coupling
to negative-energy states due to a relatively small energy gap. Hence the level is driven
down by ground-state correlations originating from vacuum polarization. Ground-state
correlations have been explicitly computed in a simplified RPA scheme ignoring tensor
coupling [50]. It has been found that such correlations are sizeable and contributions from
the Dirac sea are important.
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The decrease of the first excited state in the manner of a phase transition is a phenomenon
well known in RPA theory. Model calculations [30] indicate that this “phase transition”
which is accompanied by an overestimate of ground-state correlations is unphysical. With
a refined approximation scheme accounting for a more detailed description of the ground
state (“self-consistent RPA”) it can be shown that the “phase transition” is replaced
by a smoother transition to low energies. The standard RPA breaks down at the phase-
transition point beyond which the assumptions it is based on are no longer valid. However,
we expect that before that point is reached important aspects of the excitation spectrum
as the existence of low lying collective states are correctly reproduced.
As already mentioned, the negative-parity states are expected to contain spurious admix-
tures. For this reason they are not displayed here. In general the mean-field excitation
energy is lower for negative-parity states than for those of positive parity. When the
residual interaction is switched on the negative-parity levels are driven to zero excitation
energy faster then the positive-parity levels, irrespective of the ph interaction which is
used. This fact stands in contradiction to the experimental data, where the lowest exci-
tation in, e. g., the (1
2
+
, 1
2
) channel lies below that of the (1
2
−
, 1
2
) channel.
A similar problem with negative-parity states is encountered in the nonrelativistic quark
model [15]. Without perturbation the negative-parity excitations lie well below those with
positive parity. The problem can be cured by introducing a nonrelativistic reduction of a
meson-exchange interaction. When such an interaction is treated perturbatively the order
of positive- and negative-parity states gets reversed. In the relativistic case and allowing
for configuration mixing of ph states, no such level inversion is found, as can be deduced
from our investigations with the σ − pi interaction.
The question arises which feature of the relativistic RPA theory is responsible for this de-
viation from the nonrelativistic case. In the nonrelativistic framework the level inversion
has a quite solid foundation. Within the constituent-quark model its occurrence can be
proven by purely group-theoretical arguments while treating the meson-exchange inter-
action in lowest-order perturbation theory [15]. When the three-body Faddeev equation
is solved for the same model the correct level ordering of positive- and negative-parity
states is still reproduced [51].
In order to compare these calculations to our approach it is helpful to disentangle the
aspect of many-body approximation schemes from the form of the interaction employed.
Since the spin-flavor structure of the interaction is the keypoint of the level-ordering prob-
lem, we will concentrate on this aspect exclusively. The σ−pi interaction of Eq. 27 does
not reduce to the meson-exchange interaction of Glozman et al. in the nonrelativistic
limit. An obvious difference is the σ-exchange term which is missing in the constituent-
quark model. In addition to that the so called tensor term arising from the nonrelativistic
reduction of a pion-exchange interaction [52] was neglected in Refs. [15, 51].
A suitable local interaction reducing in the non-relativistic limit to the structure used by
Glozman et al., however, is given by
Lint = G
m∗2
(
∇i(Ψ†ΣjτkΨ)
)2
, (31)
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where the constituent-quark mass m∗ is treated as a parameter and replaces m0 of Eq.
1. Σi denotes the spin matrices of Dirac theory and a summation over i, j, k is assumed.
The nonrelativistic limit of the spin-spin interaction Eq. 31 is defined via the lowest-order
terms of the expansion in q/m∗, where a momentum-space representation of the interac-
tion is used and q denotes the momentum transfer. In lowest nonvanishing order of such
an expansion we obtain a two-body potential between quarks i and j with a spin-flavor
structure of the form σi ·σj τ i · τ j . In spin-flavor space we thus recover a SU(2) version
of Glozman’s meson-exchange interaction.
The expression of Eq. 31 can be used as a ph interaction for the Dirac RPA problem in
an equal manner as this was done for different versions of the NJL model before. In order
to approach the nonrelativistic limit at least approximately without completely blocking
ph admixtures from the Dirac sea the constituent-quark mass was chosen m∗ = 400MeV .
When solving the tensor-RPA equation for the spin-spin interaction in the (1
2
+
, 1
2
) and
(1
2
−
, 1
2
) channel the lowest negative-parity state is again found below the corresponding
level with positive parity. In these calculations the MIT-bag mean-field potential was
used.
The same investigations were repeated in Tamm-Dancoff (TD) approximation. The TD
approximation amounts to solving a tensor-RPA problem of half the dimension, keeping
only M (1) and N (1) in Eq. 29. Physically, this means that ph correlations in the ground
state are neglected. This difference turns out to be crucial for the ordering of positive-
and negative-parity states. In TD approximation the first excited state in the (1
2
+
, 1
2
)
channel is found below the corresponding state in the (1
2
−
, 1
2
) channel when the coupling
constant G is increased above a critical value.
This observation leads us to suggest a simple explanation for the wrong level ordering
which is always obtained in the RPA calculations. Even when the interaction allows for a
level inversion ground-state correlations rapidly lower the first excited state and make it
impossible to further study the dynamical interplay of ph configurations. These ground-
state correlations come into the game well before the coupling constant has reached the
critical value corresponding to a level inversion in TD approximation. As a result, the
energy of the first excited state in both parity channels is rapidly decreasing and no level
inversion is observed.
The results so far discussed in this chapter should be viewed as a case study which helps
to shed light on the range of applicability of the tensor-RPA approach and and to explain
typical features of the excitation spectra. For this purpose a standard MIT-bag mean-
field configuration has been chosen. However, the spectra do clearly not match with
experimental data and thus cannot be assigned any physical significance. Considering
the overabundance of low-lying states we have obtained we could only try to describe the
baryon spectrum by introducing a large number of unobserved states.
A more satisfactory approach is certainly to reduce the size of the quark core. In combina-
tion with a comparatively stiff mean-field potential this will effect a shift of the excitation
spectrum towards higher energies. The size of the quark core which is needed to fix the
excitation energies to values in the range of the experimental data is determined by the
T = 3
2
states. On mean-field level the lowest T = 3
2
excitation appears at the same energy
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as the corresponding T = 1
2
state. Experimentally, however, the energy of the lowest
T = 3
2
state tends to be higher than the excitation energy in the T = 1
2
channel for the
same JP . The ∆(1232), which is not considered here, forms an exception to this rule.
Taking into account that the ph interaction in general effects a decrease of the excitation
energies, the mean-field energy gaps in the T = 3
2
channel have to exceed those of the
lowest excited state. This opens up the possibility to simultaneously describe the T = 1
2
channel. In order to adjust the mean-field spectrum correspondingly it is necessary to
shrink the size of the quark core to about 0.3fm.
The RPA spectra obtained with the harmonic-oscillator potential introduced in the previ-
ous chapter are shown in Fig. 8. For these investigations the color-current interaction was
used. In order to compare these spectra with experimental data the coupling constant
has to be fixed. For this purpose the (1
2
+
, 1
2
) channel provides a suitable guideline. In this
channel the most rapid “phase transition” is observed, whereas for higher angular mo-
menta the phase-transition point is shifted to larger G (outside of the x-range displayed
in the figure). Since beyond that point the RPA approximation breaks down it is only
meaningful to consider coupling constants up to ≈ 2.4 · 10−6MeV −2. On the other hand,
before the “phase transition” the lowest (1
2
+
, 1
2
) excitation is too high in energy whereas
the mass splitting between the various states is too low. We are thus naturally led to
choose a coupling constant of G = 2.35 · 10−6MeV −2 which allows us to approximately
adjust the (1
2
+
, 1
2
) channel to the experimental data. At the same value of the coupling
constant the excitation energies in various other channels are obtained as displayed in
Fig. 9.
The horizontal bars indicate the energies obtained in the RPA calculation. The rectan-
gles extend over the range of uncertainty for the resonance maximum extracted from πN
scattering data [53]. The doubly hatched areas represent 4∗ and 3∗ resonances, whereas
the hatched areas indicate the energy of 2∗ and 1∗ resonances. Since some of the data
for the latter are contradictory, the corresponding range of energies has been extracted
from the most recent experiments in case of doubt. In order to obtain absolute numbers
for the baryon masses we have added the computed values for the excitation energies to
a nucleon mass of 940MeV .
Obviously the baryon spectrum is reproduced fairly well also in the other channels. In
the (5
2
+
, 1
2
) and (7
2
+
, 3
2
) channel we find low-lying states which have not been observed in
an experiment. The residual interaction lifts the degeneracy of certain states and effects a
significant improvement over the mean-field spectra. This statement, while easily verified
for the small-size quark core, is also true in comparison with ground-state configurations
with a larger rms. At the same value of G the negative-parity excitations are found at
too low energies, as expected from spurious admixtures.
With the σ- pi interaction a comparable description of the baryon spectrum could not
be obtained. We found that this interaction tends to lower the energy of all the levels
in a very similar fashion, thus preserving the structure of the mean-field spectrum. We
want to emphasize that for obtaining the spectra we have not yet exhausted the full vari-
ational space of the most general pointlike chiral interaction. In Ref. [7] such a variational
procedure was undertaken for the meson spectra, with the result that the color-current
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Figure 8: The excitation energies as a function of G for the harmonic-oscillator mean field
in combination with the color-current interaction.
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Figure 9: The spectrum of positive-parity baryons obtained with the color-current inter-
action at G = 2.35 · 10−6MeV −2. RPA results are indicated by bars and experimental
data are represented by hatched areas.
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interaction Eq. (1) provides a reasonable fit to the experimental data. The baryon spectra
presented here thus confirm the results for the meson sector. In both of these calculations
the coupling constant G enters as a parameter. In an NJL model based on a self-consistent
treatment of the ground state the dynamics is governed by the dimensionless parameter
GΛ2. Due to the lack of self-consistency in our approach the single-particle cut-off Λ
is a priori not defined. However, we can view the energy of the lowest-lying hole state
included in the RPA basis as a rough estimate of the 4-momentum scale under consid-
eration. With this assumption we obtain GΛ2 ≈ 15, compared to GΛ2 = 10.51 of Ref.
[7]. Considering the approximate fashion of such a comparison we conclude that the same
coupling constant can be used to describe the baryon and the meson sector. A natural
extension of our investigations with a simple prototype interaction would be to consider
the most general chiral interaction with independent coupling strengths Gs and Gv for
the scalar-pseudoscalar and the vector-axialvector channels. This could improve the de-
scription of the excitation spectrum.
We want to emphasize that qq¯ admixtures to the wavefunctions are of considerable im-
portance in the RPA spectra. Although the valence energy obtained with the harmonic-
oscillator potential is quite high the ph basis contains more than twice as many excitations
of the Dirac sea as valence excitations. Clearly the lowest-lying and thus most important
states are the valence excitations. In some cases, however, certain qq¯ amplitudes are of
comparable order of magnitude. Thus in spite of the large energy gap the Dirac sea does
not decouple.
The structure of the excitation spectrum is also sensitive to the choice of the mean field.
In comparison to the MIT-bag results the transition of the levels to lower energies is
smoothed down, as seen in Fig. 8. This is due to the relatively soft mean-field m(r) = crα
with α = 2. This smoother transition extends the range of coupling constants where RPA
effects are important and results in a simultaneous shift of excitation energies in several
channels when the ph interaction is switched on. However, an even softer parametrization
α = 1 could provide a suitable ground-state configuration only when the size of the quark
core is further reduced, as already pointed out in the previous chapter.
Although already a this stage a satisfactory description of the baryon spectrum has been
achieved, a few shortcomings of our approach become apparent. In the (1
2
+
, 1
2
) channel
the assumptions underlying the RPA approach rapidly break down due to an overestima-
tion of ground-state correlations. In the T = 3
2
channels the “phase transition” occurs
at slightly higher values of G. Initially the energy of the ∆ states with lowest angular
momentum is slightly increased. A shift of the ∆ states towards higher energies is ex-
pected from a color-current interaction. The most prominent example of the effects of a
gluon-exchange force on the baryon spectrum has perhaps been given in the context of the
MIT-bag model [42]. At higher coupling constants, however, this trend is overshadowed
by rapidly growing ground-state correlations.
We expect that with a refined model for the ground state including dynamical correla-
tions the “phase transition” is smoothed down. Within such a scenario the T = 3
2
states
could be lifted up more significantly, thus allowing to employ a model with a slightly
bigger quark core. Nevertheless our calculations already indicate that the nucleon might
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contain a comparatively small quark core. The excitation spectrum appears to be closely
connected to the dynamics of that quark core. It seems to be a reasonable approximation
to account for the meson cloud only in an implicit manner, as inherent in a Dirac-RPA
approach.
4 Summary, Conclusion and Outlook
The aim of this work was a phenomenological description of the nucleon excitation spec-
trum in the framework of the Dirac-RPA scheme developed in part I of this paper.
As an attempt towards a self-consistent treatment of the mean-field configuration entering
the RPA scheme we have considered the Dirac-Hartree-Fock problem for a rotationally
and isospin invariant ground-state density. For this purpose the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
model was used, which is known to possess solitonic solutions in the B = 1 sector.
In a calculation with the most general form of a self-energy which is admissible within
our treatment of symmetries the chiral condensate of the NJL model could be reproduced
with high accuracy. The vacuum was found to be a translationally invariant state, thus
supporting the assumptions which usually enter the Dyson-Schwinger equation for the
vacuum self-energy.
The B = 1 system, however, did not emerge as a solitonic object due to the unbound
valence quarks. We conclude that the pseudoscalar field, which does not contribute in
our description for reasons of symmetry, is of major importance for the formation of the
soliton found in other approaches [4, 5]. The inclusion of a vector potential does not cure
the problem, as expected from the repulsive character of the interaction. The results in-
dicate that the existence of the soliton does strongly depend on the grand-spin approach.
In order to allow for an application of the tensor-RPA method and to construct a simple
confinement mechanism we have discussed a class of phenomenological models for the
nucleon ground state. In these descriptions confinement is enforced by an asymptotically
rising scalar potential.
We have solved the tensor RPA equation for different combinations of mean-field po-
tentials and ph interactions with focus on the positive-parity channels which are free of
spurious admixtures. It was found that by inclusion of a residual interaction the exci-
tation energies are lowered in most cases. With increasing interaction strength strong
ground-state correlations develop. For a comparatively low valence energy these correla-
tions predominantly originate from the Dirac sea.
Using a standard MIT-bag configuration with a nucleon rms of 0.71fm the experimental
data for the excitation energies cannot be reproduced. The origin for this bad agreement
lies in the high density of excited states which is even increased when the ph interaction
is switched on.
With regard to recent results obtained by Glozman and Riska [15] we have also studied
the problem of an inversion of positive- and negative- parity states. It was found that
in a relativistic TD approximation the lowest positive- and negative-parity states become
inverted, whereas due to a strong coupling to ground-state correlations no such inversion
is seen in the corresponding RPA calculation.
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In view of reproducing the experimental data for positive-parity baryons we have consid-
ered a quark core with a size of ≈ 0.3fm. At the same time the rigid MIT-bag potential
was replaced by a softer harmonic-oscillator potential. By these means the baryon spec-
trum could be reproduced fairly well, given that a local color-current interaction is chosen,
with a coupling strength comparable to that of earlier work [7]. With a local σ − pi in-
teraction no comparable description of the baryon spectrum could be achieved.
Despite of these successes some problems related to the simplified description of the ground
state remain. The RPA “phase transition” due to an overestimation of ground-state cor-
relations effects a rapid breakdown of our method when the coupling constant is increased
above a critical value. By inclusion of dynamical correlations in the ground-state wave-
function in an explicit fashion these difficulties could be overcome. Since such a task is
quite involved, the corresponding refinements are left for future investigations.
Besides that two other issues clearly deserve a closer inspection. On the one hand we
have made no attempt to improve the agreement with experimental data by finetuning
the independent coupling constants Gs and Gv of a generalized chiral interaction. On the
other hand it is necessary to consider transition matrix elements in order to compute the
excitation probabilities of the various states in a πN scattering experiment. On such a
basis one might be able to eliminate certain states which are unobservable due to their
reduced transition strength. One will also be able to compute the partial widths for, e.
g., a decay into a Nπ final state.
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